David Merkatz's New Book "Wrongly
Charged" Gets Pre Released As eBook
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COCONUT CREEK, Fla., Jan. 28, 2015 /PRNewswire-iReach/ -- It was learned today
that David Merkatz's New Book "Wrongly Charged" A Look at the Legal System, was
launched as a Pre Release eBook on January 26, 2015. Cost of the eBook is $8.99. The
Print version will sell for $17.95 and will be released in 8-10 weeks. Anyone wishing to order
the print version can sign up at the website http://www.wronglycharged.com. All Print Pre
orders that sign up will receive a Free Report emailed to them.
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What Police Really CAN'T DO when you are stopped, and why people are tricked to letting
Police search your vehicle? You have rights during a traffic stop or any police
encounter. Learn what your rights are and use them before you lose them!

Mr. Merkatz had been arrested along with two other fellow locksmiths for using a name
similar to another larger competitor; a name he maintains was legally registered under
Florida law. Merkatz always said if anything this case was a CIVIL matter that should have
been handled in a Civil Court. Merkatz said that every day of the week a company comes
out with a product or service, and another company changes it slightly and sells or
advertises it. "No one has EVER been arrested for that," said Merkatz.
Merkatz has hired a prominent ghostwriter, Robert Nahas, of WriterServices.net, to help
write this book titled "Wrongly Charged". Merkatz decided to write this book to help others
who were "Wrongly Charged" or "Wrongly Convicted" of crimes.
As this book is being written, the author is making his best effort to show how his life was
unnecessarily turned upside down because of "cracks" in our legal system that allow for
anyone to abuse it if they choose to. "Things can quickly get out of hand," says Merkatz,
"and the only option you have is to dig your way out with crippling, ever-mounting legal
fees." Every day you turn on the news someone is being released from jail for a crime that
they were "Wrongly Convicted" of.
A spokesperson for Prominent Books had this to say about the publishing deal: "As part of
our business model, we want to be an adequate instrument for individuals in allowing them
the opportunity to have their side of the story told. We never take sides but rather feel
strongly that a story like this needs to be made available, and then the readers can decide
for themselves right from wrong, and what is fair, unjust or deserving."
A great deal of attention has been on this case, as videos online about it have received
almost 200,000 views in less than 90 days. David Merkatz has received invitations by TV
and radio stations to appear as a guest. "Wrongly Charged" will be available the first quarter
of 2015. The Book is expected to generate record sales based on the number of inquiries
received to date.
The Book will be featured on the Thompson Reuters Sign in Times Square New York.
For more information go to http://www.wronglycharged.com
(844) WRONGLY 976-6459
http://www.amazon.com/Wrongly-Charged-look-legal-system-ebook/dp/B00SNBQ1DI/
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